Sam Pacetti is one who brings it all together.
A fingerstyle guitar wizard. A deft
songwriter, capable of haunting depth and
wry humor in the space of one song. A
impassioned and ecstatic vocalist, as well as a
mesmerizing live performer, seamlessly
melding head-spinning guitar pyrotechnics
and raw emotion into one breathtaking
package.
Pacetti represents a culmination of the best of the
American and British traditions. His 1997
Waterbug debut, Solitary Travel, garnered critical
raves. "This guy is very good, indeed," deadpanned
the highly respected (and highly critical) UK
magazine Folk Roots. And Dirty Linen, the
influential US roots publication, opined, "Although
the woods are full of young guitar virtuosos, few
have developed the style, technique and artistic
wisdom of Sam Pacetti. Solitary travel heralds the
arrival of one of the most talented instrumentalists
and composers to appear in acoustic music in a
month of Sunday’s."
Sam Pacetti grew up in North Florida, hardly
known as a hotbed of either the folk tradition or
musical innovation. At age 13 he found the music
of both Chet Atkins and Merle Travis, profound
influences on his early musical development. Then
fate intervened shortly afterward in the person of
Gamble Rogers, the legendary picker and raconteur
from St Augustine who took the young Pacetti
under his wing. It was a time of astonishing
musical and emotional growth. Pacetti and Rogers
met and played weekly for a year, until tragically

Rogers died while trying to save a drowning tourist
caught in an undertow at Flagler Beach Florida.
Though brief in their time together, Rogers was
able to instill in Pacetti the importance of the folk
process, the passing of music and oral tradition
from teacher to student. Pacetti still counts Rogers
as his most influential mentor.
Tradition and innovation neatly balance in Sam
Pacetti's music, the whole infused by a relentless
intelligence intent on musical and philosophical
synthesis. Martin Simpson, Richard Thompson,
Joni Mitchell and Merle Travis are touchstones to
Pacetti, and while there are strong elements of the
American primitive school of guitar wizardry
throughout his work, there is a powerful raw
emotionality evident as well - an earthy sensuality
more reminiscent of a Greg Brown or a red-dirt
blues master than of a musical academian.
Word has started to spread about Sam Pacetti.
And as with anything truly innovative, it starts at
the grassroots. You won't see Pacetti written up in
People or Us. You won't hear his music on Top-40
radio. No, word is spreading about Sam Pacetti the
way true innovation always does - through the
grassroots. Through non-commercial radio and
"specialty show" play. From tapes and CDs passed
from friend to friend. At folk festivals and listening
rooms. And, in the tradition stemming from the
days of rent-raising parties in the Mississippi delta
- and now carried on by music aficionados unable
to find music that interest them within the
mainstream.

For More Information Email
Pacetti2012@yahoo.com
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A Major Talent in the World
Solitary Travel marks the debut of a major talent
in the world. If Kottke, Fahey and Procter are
household names where you live, consider getting
familiar with Sam Pacetti's work. This young
guitarist is an enormous talent. Whether playing a
reel, covering Martin Simpson or dishing out a
ravishing original, Pacetti is a simply astonishing
guitarist."
Eric Fidler- AP

A Vivid and Endearing Presence
"It is the combination of subtleties that make Sam
Pacetti one of the most intriguing and talked about
acoustic guitarists today... he is truly a vivid and
endearing presence."
Mark Falkner, Florida Times Union

Guitaring the Way it Should be Done
"In the instrumental tradition of Chet Atkins, Joe
Maphis and John Fahey, Pacetti is guitaring the
way it should be done. As a balladeer, he touches
Fred Neil or Tim Hardin. It's rare when a
performer combines the head and heart with such
consummate chops."
Arvid Smith

A Stone Knockout
"This is a serious talent on the first blips of a
skyrocketing arc. His debut recording, Solitary
Travel, is a stone knockout."
Stageside (Iowa City Newspaper)

Destined for Greatness
"To say Sam Pacetti is destined for greatness
would be an understatement. Solitary Travel
heralds the arrival of a major artist in the new
generation of acoustic musicians."

Very Good, Indeed
"This guy is very good, indeed... Here we have real
tunes, with real phrasing and spaces between the
notes that make sense. Nothing is gratuitously
flash, but if you know your way around a
fretboard, you know that this is deceptive. The
little passing twiddles that wend their way through
the tunes illuminate, rather than irritate, and this

never descends into "textural" playing. Every tune
and song has a firm backbone of a melody."
Alan Murray, Folk Roots

The Absolute Soul of the Acoustic Guitar
"If ever the absolute soul of the acoustic guitar
could be conjured effortlessly by anyone's fingers,
it is those of Sam Pacetti... his unique gift brings
the noble tradition of American Folk Music out of
the archives."
Arvid Smith, MUSIC

Blazing His Own Formidable Trails
"Although the woods are full of young guitar
virtuosos, few have developed the style, technique
and artistic wisdom of Sam Pacetti. Solitary
Travel, Pacetti's first release, portrays his
influences from both sides of the Atlantic, but also
finds him blazing his own formidable trails...
Solitary Travel heralds the arrival of one of the
most talented instrumentalists and composers to
appear in acoustic music in a month of Sundays."
Michael Parrish, Dirty Linen

Fingerstyle Wizardry
"(At Falcon Ridge) among my particular favorites
was singer, songwriter and fingerstyle-guitarist
extraordinaire Sam Pacetti. I had the opportunity a
few months ago to catch Pacetti, and he blew me
away. If you closed your eyes on 'Dueling Banjos,'
you'd never know that this was one young man on
one guitar. And that's the simple stuff. Pacetti's
debut album (Solitary Travel, Waterbug Records)
is filled with nothing less than fingerstyle wizardry
- accomplished for the most part live to tape and in
one take. Trust me, this is no easy feat."
Terry Lagerstedt, Fairfield, CT Weekly

Deft Artistry
"Enter Sam Pacetti, whose musical stylings and
deft fingerpicking have taken the folk music world
by storm... his talents and dexterity around the
guitar's fretboard have been heralded by critics and
fellow musicians alike."
Martin Bartels, St. Paul Pioneer Press
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Sam Pacetti, “Solitary Travel”
Waterbug Records
by Alan Murray, Folk Roots
Uh oh. Irish ancestry, based in the USA, playing
traditional and trad-styled tunes? One for the
widdley-widdley pile, methinks. Couldn’t be more
wrong and couldn’t be more pleased to be wrong.
My impression when I put this in the player was
that I’d left the new Martin Simpson one in there
and was getting it again by mistake. This guy is
very good indeed. Perhaps the unpretentious sleeve
notes should have given the game away - but I’m
delighted to have my prejudices refuted here. Sam
Pacetti can play traditional tunes in the Simpson
mould, his voice has the same intensity of the
Great God’s and he writes intelligently. He does tip
his cap to Simpkins by including his arrangement
of Shawnee Town and he also sports a
Simpsonesque beardette (hamster’s arse stuck to
lower lip).
Here we have real tunes, with real phrasing and
spaces between the notes that make sense. Nothing
is gratuitously flash, but if you know your way
around a fretboard, you know that this is
deceptive. The little passing twiddles that wend
their way through the tunes illuminate, rather than
irritate, and this never descends into “textural”
playing. Every tune and song has a firm backbone
of a melody. If anything the instrumentals are
more startling than the songs, but overall this is a
very impressive debut (I think) on CD.
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Sam Pacetti Shines - Check out "Union"
By Jim Blum, Folk Alley
Ten Years ago Sam Pacetti released "Solitary
Travel." He won "Best New Artist" at Falcon
Ridge. He was 22. Unfortunately, over the past
decade he's been hanging more drywall than
playing music. The other day while working on
future playlists, I put on "Union," the new one with
partner Gabriel Valla. Whoa. One song after
another, I could not concentrate on my computer
screen.
Sam's delivery is passionate, confident, and as
attention grabbing as Mark O'Connor's playing.
His own compositions are full of metaphor and
imagery, and the songs chosen by other writers
seem made for him.
The guitar leads provided by Gabriel Valla
embellish Sam's delivery. Gabe won the Merlfest
flatpicking prize - also about 10 years ago. He
played some with the late Larry Rice, but
otherwise he seems to have been in hiding too.
This CD simply will not let them disappear any
longer.
Here'a line from Sam's "Augustine," a passionate
rekindling of an old love:
“You are the moon that shines
upon my dream in wakefulness,
I am the sorcerer that casts
the spell to calm your seas.
And on your beach I run,
and on your waves I play
I take flight with the gulls,
I am changin' everyday”

They also chose Verlon Thompson's "Christians
and Outlaws," a moving reflection on reincarnation,
focusing on the poetry of the concept:
“Last time I came through here
I was the summer wind,
I whispered on your wheat fields,
and called in the cool rain.
I carried all your laughter,
and your sweet old fiddle too,
Right up through the rafters,
as I sang 'em to the harvest moon.”
All of this verse comes alive when it flows through
the music - please listen to these two songs - and
the rest of the album for that matter. The more
Folk Alley grows, the more CDs I receive that I
can't get to. My gosh, I almost missed "Union."
Don't you.
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See Sam live at these venues/festivals:

Hear Sam on these radio stations:

Florida
Blue Crab Festival, Palatka
Cafe Da Vinci, Deland
Cafe Eleven, St. Augustine
Florida Folk Festival, White Springs
Florida Theater, Tampa
Gamble Rogers Folk Fest, St. Augustine
Leu Gardens Performing Arts Center, Orlando
Magnolia Music Fest, Live Oak
Milltop Tavern, St. Augustine
Octagon Arts Center, St. Petersburg
South Florida Folk Festival, Ft. Lauderdale
Spirit of the Swannee Festival, Live Oak
Studio Arts Center, Crystal River
Wings and Strings Music Festival, Polk CIty

KPFA, Berkeley,
CA KZSC, Santa Cruz,
CA KGNU, Boulder,
CO KUNC, Colorado Springs, CO
WPKN, Bridgeport, CT
WRCT, Hartford, CT
WRRX, Gainesville, FL
WRLN, Miami, FL
WMNF, Tampa, FL
KUNI, Cedar Rapids, IA
WDCB, Chicago, IL
WBEZ, Chicago, IL
WXRT, Chicago, IL
WCBR, Chicago, IL
WUMB, Boston, MA
WSMU, Dartmouth, MA
WCUW, Worcester, MA
WNCW, Asheville, NC
WYMS, Yellow Springs, OH
WDIY, Bethlehem, PA
WYEP, Pittsburgh, PA
WEVL, Memphis, TN
KUT, Austin, TX KPFT, Houston, TX
KBCS, Seattle, WA

Illinois
Fitzgerald’s, Berwyn
Fox Valley Folk Fest, Fox Valley
Friendship Hall, Mt. Prospect
Two Way Street Coffeehouse,Downers Grove
World Folk Music Company, Chicago
Iowa
CSPS Cedar Rapids,
Cedar Rapids Great Dubuque Arts Festival, Dubuque
Kansas
Walnut Valley Festival, Winfield
Massachusetts
Cantab Lounge, Cambridge
Johnny D’s, Somerville Passim, Cambridge
Michigan
Ten Pound Fiddle, Lansing
New Jersey
Minstral Coffeehouse, Basking Ridge
New York
Falcon Ridge Folk Festival, Hinsdale
North Carolina
Fiddle and Bow, Winston-Salem
Grey Eagle, Black Mountain
Wisconsin
Cafe Caffeine, Milwaukee
Cafe Carpe, Ft. Atkinson
Wisconsin Singer Songwriter Series, Milwaukee
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